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Gold mining in the Woodland Park area
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Bob Womack’s discovery of gold in Cripple Creek in 1890 sparked the “last gold rush” in Colorado.
The greatest gold camp on earth also caused a flood of prospecting elsewhere along the slopes of Pikes
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Peak and into the highland meadows that lay south, west and north. As a result, there are mining claims,
test holes and old mining shafts still littered throughout Teller County today, if one knows where to look,
David
and not just in the Cripple Creek/Victor gold-rich areas. Several such mines and mining operations were
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prevalent in and around Woodland Park.
The years before the 1890s in Colorado were marked
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by over three decades of exploration, immigration and
settlement in the former Kansas Territory that would evenColorado
tually become the State of Colorado in 1876. The greatest
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western expansion of mostly white men from the east to
Colorado occurred after 1858 when a nine dollar nugget of
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gold was found near Cherry Creek in what is now Denver.
Nearly a decade after the famous California gold rush of
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1849, new gold discoveries at the base of the front range
of the Rockies prompted a flood of “Pikes Peak or Bust”
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easterners, as well as foreigners from England and Europe,
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with dreams of striking it rich. Only a small percentage
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actually did.
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Outside of Cherry Creek, one of the first mining settlements was Tarryall, located in the northern South Park
Web: www.davidmartinekcb.com
area along Tarryall Creek northwest of Como. The town of
Tarryall sprang up in 1859 after placer gold was discovdavidmartinek@
ered along the creek. The “Tarryall diggings” attracted a
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mass of prospectors from Denver City, coming up through
Kenosha Pass, as well as south through Ute Pass. Some of
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the early settlers in the Woodland Park and Divide areas
The Ute Pass wagon road was just a foot
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arrived about this time.
path before 1870. The Pass was one of two
Not much is known about early mining and prospect- routes prospectors took to the “diggings”
ing in the Teller County area prior to the 1890s, outside of some false claims near Cripple Creek.
at Tarryall/Fairplay. (Denver Public Library)
Most of the people traveling through Ute Pass were destine for other places – i.e., the “Tarryall diggings,” Fairplay or Leadville. It wasn’t until after the gold discoveries in Cripple Creek and Victor that more attention was paid to the lands surrounding the gold camp. But in the 1890s, several mining operations sprang up near Woodland Park.
The Butcher Boy Mining Company was probably the largest operation for its time with 15
claims working northwest and northeast of the town. Several mining camps were also established on
the north slope of Pikes Peak, the Kansas Camp being one. In 1893 R. D. Johnson and G. Knoble
sunk a ninety foot hole near Woodland Park, one of the first mining shafts in the area – and called it
the Knoble Lode Mine. Likewise, W. C. Sanders operated the Lelia S. Lode southeast of Woodland
Park. About that same time, the Leonetta Mining Company created a lot of excitement in town because of its aggressive operations. Unfortunately, it managed little profit. And, according to the
Woodland Park View, the Red Boy Mine struck a four foot vein of gold in 1893.
There was enough mining and prospecting in the Woodland Park area in the early 1890s that by
1896 a mining association was formed.
And then there is the story about Mr. Pemberton who in 1896 was digging along the banks of
West Creek about three miles west of Rainbow Falls (and about 14 miles north of Woodland Park)
when he discovered gold dust. The gold was found fifty feet or so above the floor of a valley in a
round hole about five feet in diameter, nestled in solid limestone. He called his find the Trout City
A mining operation in Teller County in the Lode mine. Reportedly, while ‘drunk,’ Mr. Pemberton went to Cherry Creek (Denver City) and sold
1890s.
(Denver Public Library) his claim to some New Jersey people for $350,000. However, the new owners never “found any
color.” Was it salted? There was a town called Pemberton along the banks of West Creek. Photographer William Henry Jackson (see the October 2010 issue of Pikes Peak County) captured several images of the settlement between 1892 and 1901.
But that is another story.
(Sources: USGenWeb Archives, Teller County, CO; the Colorado Gold Rush; Denver Public Library.)
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To view more properties, go to my website: www.davidmartinekcb.com/properties
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$799,900
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Winter Comes to
Colorado
By David Martinek

Some aspen leaves still
linger, sheltered by the
mountain glens where the
rain and natural forces
weren’t aided by the winds.
But soon they’ll drop, as
well, as the Peak shines in
the light. And it’s cold and
often stormy in the middle
of the night.
The morning sun still
shines, though, to warm
these autumn days. But the
weekend ‘leaf-peepers,’ well,
they’ve all gone away. The
once green grasses in the
meadows now are tan and
brown. And there’s weather
due this evening when the
warming sun goes down.
It’s time to check the
furnace and hook the snow
plow to the truck. Chop
some wood and stack it up
before it snows, with any
luck. Break out those winter
coats and jackets so you can
choose between on those
cold days in October, counting down to Halloween.
‘Cause the snowfall will
be coming soon, you can
count on that. Break out
the boots, slip on the gloves,
turn up the thermostat.
Soon our russet world of
autumn will almost transform overnight. When winter comes to Colorado, and
everything turns white.

$399,900

REDUCED!

267 Stargate HT, Florissant
Luxury Log Home Live the dream.
4BR/4BA/3GAR, 6844 S.F. on 35
acres. Walnut, marble & tile floors.
Granite kitchen counters. Butler’s
pantry. Radiant heat. Too many
amenities to mention. Built in 2005.
You must experience it! #472773
$349,900

520 Regent Ln, Woodland Park
Custom Home! 3641 S.F. on .74
acres. 4BR/4BA/3GAR. Gourmet
kitchen, FP in sitting room, expansive MBR, secluded rear deck and
backyard among aspens and pines.
Upper level deck, too. Mountain
living at its best.
#607550

1000 S. Fourth, Cripple Creek
Investment! This rambling ranch
on 4.79 acres has been carved up
into 6 rental units. Overlooks historic Cripple Creek. The 3505 S.F.
home has 9BR/6BA/2GAR and a
10-space pole shed for storage. A
money-maker!
#627984

$249,900

$145,000

REDUCED!
REDUCED!
211 Rutgers, Woodland Park
Colorado Living!3BR/3BA/2GAR,
3030 S.F. on 4.04 acres. Very clean
& well maintained. Lots of windows; view of Pikes Peak. Spacious bedrooms and a loft office.
Lower level family room, wine
cellar and large safe.
#660705
$105,000

380 Paradise Cir, Woodland Park
Condo! Perfect for weekends in the
mountains. Unit C-3 has 1BR/1BA
and an upgraded kitchen and bath.
600 S.F. New LR window. Walking
distance to Safeway and Walgreens.
Easy commute to Colorado Springs.
#663316
$24,900

2847 N. Mountain Est, Florissant
Double Lot! A 1.18 acre double
lot; several building sites. Lot of
mature pines and aspens. Pikes
Peak and Sangres views. Close to
Dome Rock. Two miles in CME.
Don’t miss it.
#635122

40320 Highway 24, Lake George
Log Homestead. 1794 S.F on 24.8
acres. 2BR/1BA/2GAR. Wonderful
old ranch w/ log house, barns, coops
and sheds. Horse property, seasonal
stream, abundant wildlife. New 24 x
56 garage & workshop. Built in
1927; lots of history here. #688959
$16,000

971 CR 61, Cripple Creek
Secluded Bungalow! 1BR/1BA
936 S.F. on 8.1 private acres w/
aspen, meadows and views. Cute
galley kitchen and loft BR. Built in
2002. A wonderful get-away. Contingent on a short-sale. #686211
$16,000

1001 S. Mtn Est. Rd, Florissant
Meadow! Two acres of meadow
and trees and some nice building
sites in beautiful Colorado Mountain Estates, south of Florissant.
Easy access to nearby Fossil Beds
and Cripple Creek.
#530773

2856 Blue Mesa Dr., Divide
Fronts Water! This heavily treed
lot in Highland Lakes (1.67 acres)
slopes down to Beaver Lake No. 2.
Strategic tree cuts will make room
for a driveway and a building site.
See this beautiful lot.
#457747

$33,400
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127 Carlton, Florissant
Dream Site! A 2.04 acre lot for a
dream home. End of cul-de-sac sloping towards CME valley. Very picturesque. All utilities, perk test, fire
mitigated. Building plans available.
Come and see.
#676197

David Martinek, P.O. Box 1088,
Divide, CO 80814
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